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In teleosts, the mucosal epithelial barriers represent the first line of defence against environmental challenges
such as pathogens and environmental contaminants. Mucous cells (MCs) are specialised cells providing this
protection through mucus production. Therefore, a better understanding of various MC quantification methods is
critical to interpret MC responses. Here, we compare histological (also called traditional) quantification of MCs
with a novel mucosal mapping method to understand the differences between the two methods' assessment of
MC responses to parasitic infections and pollution exposure in shorthorn sculpins (Myoxocephalus scorpius).
Overall, both methods distinguished between the fish from stations with different levels of pollutants and detected the links between MC responses and parasitic infection. Traditional quantification showed relationship
between MC size and body size of the fish whereas mucosal mapping detected a link between MC responses and
Pb level in liver. While traditional method gave numerical density, mucosal mapping gave volumetric density of
the mucous cells in the mucosa. Both methods differentiated MC population in skin from those in the gills, but
only mucosal mapping pointed out the consistent differences between filament and lamellar MC populations
within the gills. Given the importance of mucosal barriers in fish, a better understanding of various MC quantification methods and the linkages between MC responses, somatic health and environmental stressors is highly
valuable.

1. Introduction
Assessment of fish health is often based on fish's morphology (including fish biometrics and histology), haematology or measurement of
immune responses [1]. Morphological assessment of fish health which
is based on measurements of some biometric features (such as length,
weight or condition factors) and internal organs (such as liver somatic
index or gonad somatic index) is limited in precision and sensitivity
[1,2]. Measurement of blood cells and biochemistry can be fraught with
interpretational difficulties due to pre-analytical effects [3]. Examination of immune responses can be based on both specific and non-specific responses [1,4]. The first fish defence barrier against all external
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challenges such as pathogens or environmental contaminants is the
mucosal epithelium, a thin layer covering the whole surface area of fish
including skin, gills and gut [5–8].
In teleosts, the gills are one of the most important sites of mucous
epithelia which account for more than 50% of the fish's surface area and
play multiple functions including respiration, osmoregulation, acid-base
regulation, cell signalling and iron transport and excretion of nitrogenous
waste [9–11]. The gill epithelium is a thin and delicate layer directly exposed to the surrounding environment [12,13]. The structure and function
of gills can be altered in response to irritants such as heavy metal, transition
metals, low pH, detergent and polycationic agents which make gills a good
candidate organ for environmental monitoring programs [14–18].
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Skin is an important interface separating external and internal environments, and preventing the entry of waterborne toxic chemicals
and pathogens into fish [7,19]. In contrast to mammalian skin, fish skin
is hydrated, non-keratinized and covered by slimy mucus secreted by
this living cell layer. All these features make the skin relatively sensitive
to waterborne chemicals, physical and biological stressors. However,
skin is not a routine target organ or end point for environmental health
research although it is a main determinant of fish health [7,19].
In the gills and skin teleosts, the mucosal epithelial barriers act as a
living immune, physical and biochemical interface between fish and the
environment [7,8,20]. These mucosal barriers contain mucous cells that
produce mucins. Other components of mucus can include a number of
bioactive components including antimicrobial, antifungal, anti-viral
and anti-parasitic compounds such as lysozymes, immunoglobulins,
complement, cytokines, acute-phase proteins, carbonic anhydrase, lectins, crinotoxins, calmodulin, C-reactive protein, antimicrobial peptides
and hemolysin [7,21–23]. The skin and gill mucosa are in a continuous
contact with the external environment and they are sensitive to changes
in water quality which make them helpful in fish health assessments.
Two available methods to analyse the state of these mucosal barriers
are: i, counts and measurement of MCs in histological sections (traditional method) and ii, mucosal mapping of size and volumetric density
of MCs in a mucosal tissue and the barrier status of the tissue (representing tissue activity level) [24–29]. The traditional method has
been used to assess MCs responses to anthropogenic stressors [30–32]
while the mucosal mapping is a novel objective and quantitative
method used to quantify the robustness of the mucous barrier in
aquaculture [24,33,34]. Mucosal mapping is derived from design-based
stereology for recreation of 3D structures from 2D sections [35] and has
been used in environmental monitoring using shorthorn sculpins at the
former mining site in Maarmorilik, Greenland [29].
Here we compare routine/traditional quantification with mucosal
mapping to uncover the differences between the two methods in assessment of MC responses to environmental challenges including pollution exposure and parasitic infections. We discuss the potential applications of each of the mucosal index as a fish health indicator. Given
the important functions of mucosal barriers in fish, a better understanding of various MC quantification methods and potential linkages
between MC responses and environmental challenges is valuable for
both fisheries and aquaculture.

2.2. Sample collection
The samples were reused from a previous study on MC responses to
pollutants and parasites [29]. Thirty shorthorn sculpins were collected
at the three stations (ten fish per station) using fishing rods as described
by Ref. [29]. Briefly, the fish were kept alive in seawater and transported to research stations. Fish were handled, euthanised and processed following the Greenland regulations and the permission granted
by the Greenland Government to Lis Bach and Jens Søndergaard (project number 771020). Gill and skin samples for MC quantification were
collected immediately post-mortem. The second left gill arch and a
piece of skin from the tail of fish were collected using scalpel and forceps. The second gill arch on the left was selected as routine histology
[42,43] and the tail area of skin was collected because this area was
least touched and handled during sample collection (following Quantidoc protocol). These samples were put into pre-labelled histocassettes
and fixed using 10% neutral buffered formalin.
2.3. Sample processing and data collection
2.3.1. Traditional count of mucous cells
2.3.1.1. Gills. Histological quantification of MCs on the gills of
shorthorn sculpins was conducted only for well-orientated filaments
which had an even length of lamellae on both sides of the filament
(Fig. 2A). These measurements generated 5 mucosal indices including
number of gill MCs per inter-lamellar unit (ILU, H1), number of
filament MC per cm of filament (H2), size of filament MCs (H3),
number of lamellar MC per cm of lamellae (H4) and size of lamellar
MCs (H5).
The number of gill MCs per ILU (H1) was determined as previously
described [28]. Five filaments evenly distributed along the gill arch
were selected. One fish in each group did not have 5 well-orientated
filaments and those fish were excluded from the MC count. The number
of MCs between the mid-point (top) of a lamella to the mid-point of the
next lamella (the inter-lamellar unit) were counted as routine histology
using a light microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ni–U) [42,44]. Data for the
other MC indices (H2 – H5) were collected using standard image analysis. 10 photos (10x objective) were captured from the middle of well
oriented filaments (but not at the distal end of well-oriented filaments).
Lengths of filaments and lamellae were measured as show in Fig. 2A
using Image J after calibration of the scale. The number of MCs on
either filaments or lamellae were counted using the microscope (10x
objective) at the time when the photos were taken. An image of every
counted cell was captured using 40x objective to measure the size
(Fig. 2C). Threshold and “wand tool” were used to extract the MC area
for measurement. The total number of MCs analysed using this method
is given in Table 1.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Study area
Sampling area of this study was around the former Black Angel mine in
Maarmorilik, West Greenland (Fig. 1) which was a well-documented example of how inland mining can pollute the surrounding marine environment [36]. During operation period (1973–1990), the mine discharged
about 8 million tons of tailings and a large amount of waste rocks into the
nearby Affarlikassaa fjord and subsequently caused pollution in this area
[37]. Samples were collected at three stations around the mine in August
2017 (Fig. 1). Station 1 (71°7′3.37″ N; 51°15′6.15″ W) was close to the mine
and highly polluted with lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) in sediments. Station 2
(71°7′13.19″ N; 51°21′29.14″ W) and station 3 (71°5′57.57″ N;
51°34′14.03″ W) were located along a distance gradient (5 and 12 km,
respectively) away from station 1 and had a lower level of metals in sediment and water. All the sampling sites are very cold areas with temperature
ranging from −30 °C to 10 °C. Water temperature was from −2 °C to 5 °C
and often covered with ice [37]. Information on water exchange and current [38], geology [39], sedimentation and dispersion rates [40,41] was
documented. Levels of heavy metals in sediment, seawater, fish and levels
of parasitic infection in sampled fish of this study were reported and discussed in Ref. [29]. The sampled shorthorn sculpin from this area provided
an opportunity to inspect the patterns of MC responses in a challenging
environment with metal pollution and parasitic infection [29].

2.3.1.2. Skin. Quantification of skin MCs was conducted based on the
previously described method [27] with minor modifications from.
Briefly, skin samples were embedded transversally (Fig. 3A),
sectioned at 5 μm then stained with PAS/Alcian Blue (pH 2.5) to
visualise MCs. Twenty microscopic images of skin (400x) were captured
where the epithelium was intact. The number of MCs was counted, and
the length of the epidermis was measured in 5 randomly selected
images. Data were presented as number of MCs per cm length of
epidermis. The size of MCs was measured from the same set of
randomly selected images by applying threshold (0, 110–128) on the
whole images and using the wand function to select MC area (Image J).
The total number of skin MCs measured is included in Table 1.
2.3.2. Mucosal mapping of skin and gills
Fixed samples from all stations were processed using routine histology
with tangential orientation of embedding and sectioning (Fig. 2B and D and
Fig. 3B). This provides 1–2 square centimetres of surface area for analysis,
rather than the traditional 2 square microns obtained by transverse sections
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Fig. 1. Sampling stations in Maarmorilik, West-Greenland.

but removes the easy visualization of the component layers. Tangential
sections of the gills and skin were stained with Periodic acid Schiff/Alcian
Blue (PAS/AB stain, pH 2.5) [24]. The mucosal mapping of sculpin skin and
gills was previously described [29] and based on [24,25]. The whole histological sections were scanned using a Leica Axioskop micros microscope

connected with the Visiopharm Integrator System (VIS) and a Prior Proscan
digital stage. Fifty counter frames (40x) were randomly selected for measurement of MC responses in each organ (skin, gill filaments and gill lamellae) of each fish. Briefly, MC responses were assessed using 3 objective
mucosal indices including:
Fig. 2. Quantification of gill mucous cells
using traditional method (left images: A and
C) and mucosal mapping (right images: B
and D) in sculpins from Maarmorilik, WestGreenland. A. Lengths of filament (blue
bracket) and lamellae (green bracket) were
measured from well-oriented filament (red
asterisk). B. Filament mucous cells (blue
arrows) were randomly selected from nonwell-oriented filament for measurement in
mucosal map technique. C. Filament (blue
arrows) and lamellae mucous cells (green
arrow) in well-oriented filament for measurement in traditional measurement. D.
Lamellae mucous cells (green arrows) were
randomly selected from non-well-oriented
filament for measurement in mucosal map
technique. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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No MC/ILU (H1)
No MC/cm filament
(H2)
Size filament MC
(H3)
No MC/cm lamellae
(H4)
Size lamellae MC
(H5)
No MC/cm skin (H6)
Size skin MC (H7)
Filament MC size
(M1)
Filament MC density
(M2)
Filament barrier (M3)
Lamellar MC size
(M4)
Lamellar MC density
(M5)
Lamellar barrier (M6)
Skin MC size (M7)
Skin MC density (M8)
Skin barrier (M9)

Traditional method

Mucosal mapping
[29]

Mucosal indices

Method

198
336
336
59
59
1224
1224
1948
1948
1948
172
172
172
5788
5788
5788

well-oriented

well-oriented

well-oriented

transverse
transverse
not oriented

not oriented

not oriented
not oriented

not oriented

not oriented
tangential
tangential
tangential

Analysed MCs
(number)

well-oriented
well-oriented

Orientation
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50
222
50
50

50

50
7

50

5
47
75

2

10

13

10
10

Measurements per fish
(number)

0.05 ± 0.02
151.04 ± 26.88
3.97 ± 0.99
0.25 ± 0.03

0.24 ± 0.09

0.39 ± 0.04
36.13 ± 8.46

3.62 ± 0.39

310.9 ± 41.5
187.16 ± 45.24
95.53 ± 8.51

46.68 ± 5.60

1.96 ± 0.88

54.20 ± 3.16

0.23 ± 0.06
26.67 ± 7.02

Station 1

0.07 ± 0.02
203.46 ± 28.14
4.94 ± 0.87
0.24 ± 0.04

0.15 ± 0.02

0.24 ± 0.04
28.52 ± 4.47

2.14 ± 0.47

274.22 ± 30.1
227.03 ± 29.18
84.19 ± 7.59

41.3 ± 5.62

0.27 ± 0.19

52.84 ± 3.93

0.08 ± 0.02
22.31 ± 5.74

Station 2

Average values (mean ± SE)

0.03 ± 0.01
120.26 ± 11.56
3.72 ± 0.64
0.13 ± 0.0

0.07 ± 0.02

0.32 ± 0.06
36.43 ± 6.40

2.79 ± 0.69

271.11 ± 48.43
132.28 ± 15.52
80.61 ± 6.10

45.34 ± 7.22

1.06 ± 0.28

40.62 ± 5.63

0.14 ± 0.04
22.78 ± 6.69

Station 3

No
Yes
No
No

Yes

No
No

No

No
No
No

No

No

No

Yes
No

Distinguish between
stations

No
Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes
No

No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Body size

Correlation

No
No
No
No

No

No
Yes

No

No
No
Yes

No

No

No

No
No

Hepatic Pb

No
No
No
Yes

No

No
No

No

No
No
No

No

No

Yes

No
No

Parasites

Table 1
Comparison of results from mucosal mapping by Ref. [29]] and traditional measurement in the present study conducted on shorthorn sculpins (n = 26) caught near Maarmorilik (West-Greenland). Yes: statistically
significant (P < 0.05). No: not statistically significant (P > 0.05). In mucosal mapping, density is volumetric density (amount of mucosal epithelium filled with mucous cells). ILU = Interlamellar unit, MC = mucous
cell.
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Fig. 3. Quantification of skin mucous cells
(pink to purple round cells) using traditional histology (A) methods and mucosal
mapping (B) in sculpins from Maarmorilik,
West-Greenland. A. Mucous cells (yellow
arrows) used for quantification in traditional method. B. Image of epithelium with
mucous cells (yellow arrows) achieved from
a tangential section of skin used for the
mucosal mapping method. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

(a) Mean MC area was average size of MCs at the equator
(b) Mean MC volumetric density or % mucosal epithelium filled with
Mucous area x mucous number
MCs =
x 100
Epithelial area
(c) Barrier status =

1
Mucous cell area / Mucous cell density

Table 2
Correlation between mucosal indices and body size (n = 26). * indicate significant correlation with P < 0.05. ** indicate significant correlation with
P < 0.001. These correlations were investigated using pooled data even if
there were significant differences between stations [29]]. In Mucosal mapping,
density is volumetric density (amount of mucosal epithelium filled with mucous
cells). ILU = Interlamellar unit, MC = mucous cell.

x 1000

The sensitivity of the area measurement is 7 square microns [25],
the density goes from 0 to 100% and the Barrier Status ranges in general from 0.01 to about 2.7 for any species or tissue so far (Quantidoc
database). From the gills and skin samples, mucosal mapping generated
9 mucosal indices including filament MC size (M1), filament MC volumetric density (M2), filament barrier status (M3), lamellar MC size
(M4), lamellar MC volumetric density (M5), lamellar barrier status
(M6), skin MC size (M7), skin MC volumetric density (M8) and skin
barrier status (M9). The total number of selected and measured MCs by
mucosal mapping is shown in Table 1.

Method

Mucosal indices

Length

Weight

Liver weight

Traditional method

No MC/ILU (H1)

0.504**
0.009
0.424*
0.031
0.277
0.171
0.385
0.052
0.406*
0.040
0.161
0.433
−0.432*
0.028
0.197
0.334
0.468*
0.016
0.459*
0.018
−0.024
0.908
0.046
0.823
−0.178
0.384
−0.409*
0.038
−0.288
0.154
0.147
0.472

0.581**
0.002
0.243
0.231
0.374
0.060
0.506**
0.008
0.308
0.126
0.132
0.521
−0.443*
0.023
0.131
0.523
0.403*
0.041
0.427*
0.030
−0.013
0.948
0.149
0.467
−0.106
0.605
−0.380
0.056
−0.317
0.115
0.189
0.356

0.657**
0.000
0.323
0.107
0.311
0.123
0.605**
0.001
0.416*
0.035
0.191
0.350
−0.552**
0.003
0.190
0.352
0.421*
0.032
0.425*
0.031
0.188
0.357
0.211
0.300
−0.170
0.407
−0.460*
0.018
−0.405*
0.040
0.130
0.528

2.4. Data analyses
Mucosal mapping quantification data were normally distributed and
suitable for standard statistical analyses. Differences between males and
females were investigated using an independent Student's t-test (unbalanced samples size, IBM SPSS statistic 22).
For both methods, the effect of exposure to pollutants on MC responses of fish from station 1, 2 and 3 was determined using a one-way
ANOVA (IBM SPSS statistic 22). Assumptions of normal distribution
and equal variances were checked using histogram and Levene test,
respectively. When the assumption was violated, data were log-transformed. Pearson correlation analysis was used to assess potential associations between traditional MC count and mucosal mapping indices,
parasitic infections and hepatic Pb levels. P < 0.05 was interpreted as
statistical significance. Statistical power analyses were performed for all
used mucosal indices using G*Power (3.1.9.6). The minimum effect size
for all oneway ANOVA test presenting in Table 1 was 0.51 and for
Correlation test was 0.495 for Table 1, 0.405 for all test presenting in
Table 2 and 0.394 for all test presenting in Table 3. These size effects
were considered to be large using Cohen's criteria (1988). With an
alpha = 0.05 and power value = 0.8, the sample size used in this study
was adequate.

Mucosal mapping

R
P
No MC/cm
R
filament (H2)
P
Size filament MC
R
(H3)
P
No MC/cm
R
lamellae (H4)
P
Size lamellae MC
R
(H5)
P
No MC/cm skin
R
(H6)
P
Size skin MC (H7) R
P
Filament MC size
R
(M1)
P
Filament MC
R
density (M2)
P
Filament barrier
R
(M3)
P
Lamellar MC size
R
(M4)
P
Lamellar MC
R
density (M5)
P
Lamellar barrier
R
(M6)
P
Skin MC size (M7) R
P
Skin MC density
R
(M8)
P
Skin barrier (M9) R
P

3.1. Traditional count of mucous cells
3.1.1. Station differences
There was no significant difference between stations in the number
and size of MCs per cm length filament (H2 and H3), lamellae (H4 and
H5) or skin (H6 and H7) (Table 1). However, the fish from station 1 had
the highest number of gill MCs/ILU (H1) (0.23 ± 0.06) that was significantly different from station 2 (0.08 ± 0.02) but not from station 3
(0.14 ± 0.04) (Fig. 4, Table 1).

3. Results
The average values (mean ± SE) of each mucosal index based on
the traditional methods (H1 – H7) and mucosal mapping (M1 - M9) are
presented in Table 1. Results of correlation investigation between these
mucosal indices with body size, hepatic Pb and parasitic infections are
also summarized in Table 1.

3.1.2. Body size
Several moderate correlations were detected between mucosal
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Table 3
Correlation between the two quantification methods (n = 26). * indicate significant correlation with P < 0.05. ** indicate significant correlation with P < 0.001.
In Mucosal mapping, density is volumetric density (amount of mucosal epithelium filled with mucous cells). R: correlation coefficient. ILU = Interlamellar unit.
MC = mucous cell.

No MC/ILU (H1)
No MC/cm filament (H2)
Size filament MC (H3)
No MC/cm lamellae (H4)
Size lamellae MC (H5)
No MC/cm skin (H6)
Size skin MC (H7)

R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P

Filament MC
size (M1)

Filament MC
density (M2)

Filament
barrier (M3)

Lamellar MC
size (M4)

Lamellar MC
density (M5)

Lamellar
barrier (M6)

Skin MC size Skin MC
(M7)
density (M8)

Skin
barrier
(M9)

0.269
0.183
0.076
0.712
0.265
0.191
0.141
0.493
0.284
0.159
0.129
0.529
−0.093
0.651

0.415*
0.035
0.250
0.217
0.274
0.175
0.446*
0.023
0.359
0.071
0.063
0.760
−0.121
0.556

0.394*
0.046
0.277
0.170
0.222
0.277
0.478*
0.013
0.294
0.145
0.015
0.941
−0.115
0.576

0.240
0.238
0.022
0.915
0.142
0.490
0.130
0.525
0.385
0.052
−0.295
0.144
−0.197
0.335

0.235
0.247
−0.046
0.824
0.356
0.074
0.246
0.225
0.215
0.291
0.137
0.505
0.346
0.083

−0.167
0.414
−0.244
0.230
0.089
0.664
0.072
0.726
−0.142
0.489
0.186
0.363
0.424*
0.031

−0.388
0.050
−0.296
0.142
0.184
0.368
−0.342
0.087
−0.274
0.175
−0.093
0.650
0.742**
0.000

0.221
0.279
0.083
0.686
0.378
0.057
0.170
0.406
0.129
0.530
0.196
0.338
0.359
0.072

−0.360
0.071
−0.216
0.289
−0.053
0.797
−0.263
0.194
−0.229
0.260
0.221
0.278
0.626**
0.001

greater than those of gills (H2 and H4, 12.55 ± 2.00 cells/cm length)
(F = 135.1, df = 2, p < 0.001). It is important to note that density of
skin and gill MCs were not directly comparable as the thickness and the
structure of the skin or gill epithelium are vastly different even if the
“running epithelial length” is the same. There was no difference in the
size or number of MCs in the gill filament (H2 and H3) versus in the
lamellae (H4 and H5).
3.2. Mucosal mapping
3.2.1. Body size
Filament MC density (M2) and barrier status (M3) were positively
correlated with all body size indices (Table 2). Skin MC mean size (M7)
and volumetric density (M8) negatively correlated with liver weight
and/or body length (Table 2). No correlation was detected between any
lamellar mucosal indices (M4, M5 and M6) and body size categories.

Fig. 4. Average number of mucous cells per interlamellar unit (H1) of the gills
of shorthorn sculpin (Myoxocephalus scorpius) among three stations near
Maarmorilik, West-Greenland. Means with different letters were significantly
different from each other.

3.2.2. Organ-specific differences
MC sizes, volumetric densities and barrier status were organ specific
and significantly different. Skin MC size (M7, 158.25 ± 10.97 μm2)
was significantly largest and approximately 2 times larger than those in
filaments (M1, 86.78 ± 5.78 μm2) and 5 times larger than those in
lamellae (M4, 33.49 ± 6.07 μm2) (F = 45.98, df = 2, P < 0.001).
The volumetric density of MCs significantly differed for skin and gills.
The sculpin skin had a significantly higher density (M8) of MCs with
about 4.21 ± 0.61% of epithelium layer filled with MCs in comparison
with 2.85 ± 0.65% in the filaments (M2) and 0.15 ± 0.02% of lamellae (M5) (P < 0.001). The skin mucous barrier status (M9) was
similar to that of the filament (M3) but differed from that of the lamellae (M6) (F = 54.50, df = 2, P < 0.001). On average, the barrier
status of skin and filament was maintained between 0.27 and 0.32
whereas lamellar barrier status was 0.05.
Mucosal mapping detected two distinct populations of MCs in the
gills: the filament MCs (relatively large and dense) and those on the
lamellae (small and usually sparse). The filament MCs were significantly larger (M1, t = 8.4, df = 58, p < 0.001) and their distribution was denser (M2, t = 9.3, df = 29.6, p < 0.001) than those of
the lamellae (M4 and M5) at all stations, suggesting a separate function
and/or origin.

indices from routine histology and body size (length, weight and liver
weight). The number of MCs per ILU (H1), per cm of filament (H2) and
per cm of lamellae (H4) positively correlated with body length, weight
and/or liver weight (Table 2). The size of lamellar MCs, H5, (but not on
filament, H3) was positively correlated with body length and liver
weight. By contrast, size of skin MCs (H7) was negatively correlated
with all body size indices (Table 2).
3.1.3. Hepatic Pb
No significant correlations were detected between traditional mucosal indices (H1 – H7) and the concentration of Pb in liver of shorthorn
sculpins (P > 0.05, Table 1).
3.1.4. Parasitic infections
The size of MCs on the gill filament (H3) was negatively correlated
with number of the gill trichodinids (R = −0.512, n = 26, P = 0.007)
and skin digenea (R = −0.666, n = 26, P < 0.001, Table 1).
3.1.5. Organ-specific differences
Using traditional histology we found significant differences between
MC populations on gills and skin. The size of skin MCs (H7,
180.43 ± 19.65 μm2) was significantly larger than those of gills (H3
and H5, 46.80 ± 3.11 μm2) (F = 44, df = 2, p < 0.001). The number
of skin MCs (H6, 285.81 ± 23.28 cells/cm length) was significantly

3.3. Associations between mucosal mapping and traditional mucous cell
counts
The correlations between mucosal mapping (M1 – M9) and
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Table 4
Differences between histological quantification of mucous cells and mucosal mapping.
Comparison

Histological quantification of mucous cells

Mucosal mapping (design-based stereology: 3D from 2D)

Length or area included in the analysis
Unit of measure
Orientation of the section
Standardization

1–2 mm running length of epithelium
relative to existing structures (for example interlammelar units)
very important
no standardized units
not directly comparable across treatment and organs
qualitative and quantitative
Manual
unbiased only if random selection rules followed (see Methods in and [28])

1–2 cm2 surface area
universally applicable
not important
standardized reporting
comparable across treatment and organs
quantitative
semi-automated
unbiased

Qualitative or quantitative
Method
Bias

traditional MC counts (H1 – H7) are summarized in Table 3. There were
moderate positive correlations between number of gill MCs per ILU
(H1) and number of MCs per cm lamellae (H4) with volumetric density
of MCs on filament (M2) and the barrier status of filament (M3). The
histological measure of size of skin MCs (H7) strongly correlated with
mucosal mapping skin MC size (M7) and skin MC volumetric density
(M8). The mean skin MC size were 187 μm2 for station 1, 227 μm2 for
station 2 and 132 μm2 for station 3, in histology whereas they were
151 μm2 for station 1, 203 μm2 for station 2 and 120 μm2 for station 3 in
mucosal mapping. The correlation between size of skin MC (H7) and
lamellae barrier status (M6) was moderate and positive (Table 3).

from the visible cells along a linear transect, the mucosa thickness can be
vastly different between species and between organs, thus affecting
counts and numerical density. This effect can be minimized if many
transverse sections are observed, however, it will be time consuming.
Furthermore, 10 sections of 100 μm thickness give us 1 mm of surface
area, serial or not, and still does not represent a great deal of the surface
area. A numerical density means how many cells in this volume of
tissue: here we have two “red herring” in that i) 5 small cells are numerically higher than 1 large cell but may be physiological less important than that large one, and ii) the variable thickness of the mucosal
epithelium on species and organs can be affected by handling, sampling, transport, rearing system, species and just plain touching by accident, so this is not a static measure, ever, and reflects instead the
necessarily regenerative state of this protective barrier. A volumetric
density states clearly how much mucous cells in a given amount of
epithelium, regardless of its “thickness”. Volumetric density shows the
interaction between the size and number of the mucous cells in the
reference volume of the mucosa and is thus directly comparable across
tissues.

4. Discussion
The positive correlations between the traditional method and mucosal map were expected as the two methods measured the same MC
populations. However, due to the differences in the selection of analysed areas and measurement techniques (Table 4), the associations
between the two methods were ranging from weak to moderate among
gill mucosal indices but were strong among skin mucosal indices. This
also resulted in the differences between the two methods with regard to
their capability to distinguish fish from various sampling sites and
organ-specific MC dynamics, and their associations with body size,
hepatic Pb and parasitic infection. Results achieved from each analysis
are summarized and compared in Table 1. Results from mucosal mapping measurements regarding differences among stations and correlation with hepatic metals and parasitic infections for the same fish were
previously reported [29].
The differences in absolute MC sizes are mainly due to the nonrandom selection of cells to measure in transverse sections of histology,
while mucosal mapping applies stereology to estimate cell size at the
equator of cells with unbiased selection from tangential sections [45].
This is best shown for the gill filament, where histology measured
average cell size as being about half of that obtained by mucosal
mapping which estimates cell size at its equator. This outcome is generated from an understanding of the geometry of a sphere: there is one
chance to “hit” the equator but 99 chances to hit something between
that and the poles (“0” in size). If the equator is equal to 100, then a
biased size estimator will generate a mean size of 50 as the mean between 100 and 0 [46]. In the case of both the skin and the lamellae, MC
sizes generated by histology were close but larger than those measured
by mucosal mapping. This again was because of non-random selection
of the very few MCs on these generally healthy gill respiratory surfaces
and the non-random cell profiles in transverse sections vs unbiased
selection from tangential sections, representing a larger organ surface.
While both the unbiased size of the skin MCs (M7) and the unbiased
lamellar MC density (M5) could distinguish between stations (pollution
levels), only the histological measure of number of cells per interlamellar unit (H1) could do the same (Table 1).
The differences in MC density between traditional MC count and
mucosal mapping in this study is the distinction between numerical and
volumetric density of MCs in the mucosal epithelium. While in traditional transverse sections, a numerical density of MCs can be counted

4.1. Orientation and number of analysed mucous cells
Regarding quantification of the gill MCs, the main difference is that
traditional methods only quantify MCs on well-oriented filaments
whereas mucosal mapping could employ any orientation. Subsequently,
the total number of MCs quantified by mucosal mapping (1948 MCs on
filament and 172 MCs on lamellae) was more than 5 times greater than
those measured by traditional method (336 MCs on filament and
59 MCs on lamellae). However, the distinction between filament and
lamellar MC sizes was obtained even with much fewer measures from
each of many more gill sections [47,48]. The use of optimal orientation
of the sections to be measured usually require the fish be killed for
sampling, whereas mucosal mapping is independent of section orientation and opens for in vivo estimates of MC responses (for example
biopsy samples) for assessment of fish health. We conducted an ethical
trial of in vivo biopsies of skin and gills on 80 salmon smolt, where 30
were subjected to gill clips (small pieces of the second gill cut by surgical scissors falling into the histocassette below). Despite the completely random orientation of the filaments and lamellae, the resultant
measures gave good reproducibility for both filament and lamella, and
all the fish survived and showed signs of regenerating the gill tissue.
The skin biopsies of about 8 mm diameter gave good reproducibility for
the measures, but application of 4 types of wound healing substances
was counterproductive – all the treated wounds expanded over time
whereas those without any wound covering remained near the biopsy
size while regenerating. Unfortunately, there was also some inflammation in the underlying muscle tissue and so this in vivo skin
biopsy prospect was abandoned. However, gill clips work fine for
measuring gill mucosa and separates reliably measures on lamellae and
filament (Pittman, Brennan, Powell, Andersen and Blindheim, unpub
results, presented at the Gill Health Initiative in Bergen, 2018). The
second gill arch was chosen for convention and fit with general fish
health practices.
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(Gyrodactylus colemanensis: 95–100/fish, G. derjavini; 0.48–13.67/cm2
and Lepeophtheirus salmonis: 3–10/fish) [21,53,54,57]. If parasitic infection did not overwhelm fish's resources, the fish would respond to
retain the balance between host and pathogens. Mucosal mapping results pointed out that shorthorn sculpins were able to maintain stable
skin MC volumetric densities (M8) between three stations and skin
barrier status of these fish positively correlated with number of trematodes, a skin parasite (M9) [29]. In this study, traditional counts of
skin MCs of shorthorn sculpin did not show any links with the levels of
parasitic infection perhaps because the parasitic infection did not
overwhelm host's responses.
The size of gill filament MCs (H3) measured in the present study by
the traditional method was negatively associated with parasitic infections while gill mucosal indices generated by mucosal mapping did not
correlate with parasitic infections. It is important to note that in this
paper the parasite load data were standardized from the number of
parasites observed from the histological sections (sampled gill arch or
skin) [29]. A large number of Trichodinid (up to 33 parasites per filament) was commonly found within inter-lamellar units of the gills of
the fish from all stations [29]. Metacercarie, a stage of digenea parasite,
located within histological sections of skin (in the dermis and underlying muscle) [29]. The variation due to the distance between histological samples and the parasites was not significant in this study as only
parasite that was next to or in histological sections was included in
statistical analyses. As traditional methods only investigated the MC on
the edge of filament when surrounded by lamellae which may be a
haphazard result of plane of sectioning, while mucosal mapping included any filament area regardless of the presence of lamellae. There
are thus two interpretations:

For skin samples, due to tangential orientation of sectioning, mucosal mapping was able to examine a larger area of epithelium compared to traditional method where transversal sections were used for
quantification. As a result, total number of MCs measured by the mucosal mapping (5788 MCs) was nearly 5 times greater than number of
MCs measured by the traditional method (1224 MCs, Table 1). Variation of measurements within the same fish varied among mucosal indices. For examples, mucosal mapping indices (M1-M9) or number of
MCs per ILU (H1) did not vary much whereas size of skin MCs (H7)
varied a lot even within the same photos. As the effect sizes of related
tests were considered to be large, the use of 25 counter frames (instead
of 50 counter frames) was enough to generate representative mucosal
mapping indices (M1-M9) per fish. Significant differences between
treatments can be obtained with unbiased selection of as few as
50–100 cells per section in mucosal mapping [26,33]. Variation in
number of MCs per ILU (H1) was smallest in all traditional mucosal
indices. The use of 10 photos per fish was adequate to result powers of
over 0.8.
4.2. Pollutant exposure
Mucosal barriers are important when assessing effects from environmental stressors on fish [8] and traditional MCs counts are commonly used to investigate MC responses to environmental challenges
[49–51]. For example, in shorthorn sculpin from East Greenland,
number of MCs/ILU in fish from the Pb–Zn polluted site (0.27 ± 0.55)
was significantly greater than that in fish from reference site
(0.13 ± 0.39) [32]. In rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) fry 2
months post hatching, limited exposure to formalin (50 ppm for 1 h)
resulted in an increase in numerical density of MCs whereas an extended exposure to formalin (200–300 ppm for 1 h or 50 ppm for 24 h)
decreased MC density [30]. Numerical density of MCs in gills (cell/mm2
of gill section area) of tilapia (Oreochromis sp.) exposure to Cd
(4.45 μM) at various time point (0 h–15 days) increased significantly
after 5 h of exposure but not after 5 and 15 days [31]. In this study,
both traditional count and mucosal map detected statistically significant differences among stations with different levels of Pb contamination.
Regarding mucosal indices generated using traditional MC counts,
only number of MCs/ILU of gills (H1) differentiated shorthorn sculpin
from various stations with different levels of pollution. As ILU is not
constant across species nor within a species at different oxygen, ammonia, salinity or temperature levels [52], the number of MC/ILU (H1)
for health assessment of fishes needs to be interpreted with caution.
There was no association between any traditional mucosal indices (H1 –
H7) and concentrations of Pb in liver.
Mucosal mapping revealed the significant difference in shorthorn
sculpins from stations with various level of Pb and Zn in volumetric
density of lamellar MCs (M5) and size of skin MCs (M7) [29]. Significant positive correlation was found between level of hepatic Pb and
size of MCs on filament (M1) and lamellae (M4) [29]. This indicates
that mucosal mapping indices have biomarker potentials for chronic
exposure to Pb. The variation in sensitivity between traditional MC
count and mucosal mapping may relate to the selection method for the
number of MCs included in each measurement.

- that ILU (which is very different from species to species) comprises
representatives of both filamentous and lamellar cell populations,
somewhat haphazardly mixed according to plane of sectioning. This
is supported by the comparison of cell sizes generated by each
method and testing for significant differences.
- that the increased presence of well-oriented lamellae surrounding a
MC on the filament is an artefact of generally increased filament MC
density and will appear irregularly to bias results.
4.4. Organ specificity of MC indices
Both methods distinguished significantly larger and denser (numeric vs volumetric) skin MCs compared to those on gills. Variations
between different MC populations from various organs were also reported in other fish species. For example, in European seabass
(Dicentrarchus labrax), MCs in the skin (dorsal area) were significantly
larger in size but lower in density compared to those in gut [26]. In
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), skin MCs on head, dorsolateral and
caudal peduncle sites of skin were significantly different in both size
and volumetric density [25]. Volumetric density of MCs in the skin was
lowest at caudal and highest at the dorsal area in Atlantic salmon [25].
Similarly, in rainbow trout, MC numeric density varied significantly
among body sites. The lowest MC numeric density was found on caudal
fin and corneal surface whereas the highest density was on the body,
pectoral fin and dorsal fin [53]. Measures of MC density from standard
histology usually mean “numeric density” or the number per selected
unit [27,49,53,58]. Not only does this obfuscate the importance of
actual size (are 5 cells of 24 μ2 more or less than 1 cell of 120 μ2),
numeric density is insensitive to any size changes which may accompany acute or enhanced responses [26], as well as the changes in volumetric density which would accompany exhaustion or chronic activation of the mucosal barrier (eg from gastrointestinal parasites). Thus,
numerical density has limited application to the understanding of mucosal dynamics when it is in the absence of a valid reference volume.
While the traditional method did not reveal any differences between
filament and lamellar MCs, mucosal mapping did. The dissimilarity of

4.3. Parasitic infections
The interactions between fish mucosa with ectoparasites and some
endoparasites such as gastrointestinal helminths are dynamic [53–55].
Fish commonly respond to ectoparasitic infection by increasing mucus
secretion [56]. If parasitic infections overwhelm host responses, the
number of MCs would decrease, indicating an exhausted status
[21,53,54,57]. For example, traditional MCs count detected a decrease
in a number of skin MCs of brown trout (Salmo trutta fabrio) or rainbow
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) infected at high levels of ectoparasites
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MC populations from filament and lamellae was also reported in
Atlantic salmon at both prior and after hydrogen peroxide or peracetic
acid exposure using mucosal mapping method [47,48]. Differences in
size and density of MCs from various locations suggested that they may
have separate functions or origins. Sizes of MCs in gill lamellae of
Atlantic salmon exposed to 0.06 and 1.2 ppm peracetic acid (PAA) were
significant greater than those cells on fish treated with 2.2 ppm PPA
whereas MCs on the gill filaments of those fish were not significantly
altered among treatments [48]. The positive correlation between hepatic Pb and size of filament MCs, but not skin or lamellar MCs, suggested that filament MCs may play a role in reducing the load of Pb in
shorthorn sculpin [29]. Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) experimentally infected with Ichthyophthirius multifilii, mucosal immunoglobin
response (tpIgR) showed markedly expressed in filaments and only a
few were in lamellae [59]. This suggested that MCs on filaments and
lamellae of rainbow trout play alternative functions, with lamellae representing the respiratory surface and, perhaps, the filament representing more systemic health.

that the mucosal barriers in the gills and skin of shorthorn sculpin from
Maarmorilik, West Greenland were affected by environmental challenges including pollutant exposure and parasitic infection. This suggested that immune functions, an important indication of general
health in fish, of shorthorn sculpins in this area were not exhausted
[29]; this study). Some variations of MC responses depicted by each
method were listed below:

4.5. Body size

Finally, it is important to note that the samples were from a field
study where a number of other factors such as diet, water quality or
other pathogens can contribute to MC responses. Laboratory controlled
experiments where all potential factors can be controlled are recommended to confirm the potential causations between MCs, pollutants and parasites. Here, we focus on the differences between the two
methods used to measure MC responses from the same set of samples.
The results will be highly valuable in future assessment of mucosal
barriers, important components of fish health.

- Traditional methods differentiated two MC populations: one in the
skin and the other in the gills. MC population in the gills (H1 and
H3) was responsive to pollutants and trichodinid, a gill parasite.
MCs in the skin did not respond to either pollutants or parasites.
Both MC populations change with size of the fish.
- Mucosal mapping separated three MC populations in the gill filaments, gill lamellae and skin. Both MC populations in the gill (M1,
M4, M5) were related to pollution where MCs in the skin (M9)
changed with the number of trematodes, a skin parasite [29]. MCs of
all population linked with fish size.

Traditional MC measures of shorthorn sculpins were closely associated with their body size (Table 2). More specifically five out of seven
mucosal indices generated by traditional method (H1, H2, H4, H5 and
H7) moderately to strongly correlation with either or all body size categories including length, weight and liver weight. About 50% (11/21)
of investigated correlations were statistically significant. Similarly, four
out of nine mucosal indices measured by mucosal mapping (M2, M3,
M7 and M8) were associated with body size resulting in about one-third
of investigated relationships being statistically significant. Both traditional measurement and mucosal mapping agreed that shorthorn sculpins mucous cell responses were closely associated with body size of the
fish. Off all investigated mucosal indices, number of MC/cm filament
(H1), size of skin MCs (H7), filament MC density (M2) and filament
barriers (M3) were the safest mucosal indicators for the fish body size.
Additionally, the two methods agreed that gill mucosal indices positively correlated with body size whereas skin mucosal indices were
negatively associated with body size. Also, mucosal mapping indicated
that MCs in the filament were related to body size whereas those in the
lamellae were not. These variations supported the hypothesis that different MC populations may have distinct origins or play alternative
functions [25,26,29,47,48].

5. Conclusion
Overall, the histological measurement and mucosal mapping
showed different MC patterns among sculpin from Pb contaminated
stations and detected links between MC responses and parasitic infections. Traditional quantification was mostly related to the body size of
fishes whereas mucosal mapping detected the link between MC responses and Pb level in liver. The two methods were able to distinguish
MC population in skin from those in the gills, but only mucosal mapping pointed out the differences between filament and lamellar MC
populations within the gills. The use of optimal orientation of the gill
sections to be measured in traditional methods would usually require
the fish be killed for sampling, whereas mucosal mapping is independent of section orientation and opens for in vivo estimates of MC
responses (for example biopsy samples) for assessment of fish health. Of
all traditional mucosal indices (from H1 to H7), number of MCs per ILU
(H1) was the most reliable whereas number of MC per cm length of skin
(H6) was less reliable than the other indices. The use of all three mucosal mapping indices (size, density and barrier status) is recommended
for an insight on status and dynamic of each MC population. The use of
both traditional and mucosal mapping methods in field studies would
promise of a holistic understanding on MCs responses and their associations with body size, hepatic Pb and parasitic infection especially
with different MC populations, while mucosal mapping lends itself to
inclusion in studies of environmental impacts on fish immunology.

4.6. Detection of parasites
The sampling and processing protocols used in mucosal mapping
were efficient to investigate infection levels with skin parasites as the
larger surface areas were examined. Additionally, as the collected
samples were put into pre-labelled histocassettes before fixation, the
detachment of parasites during fixation, transportation and processing
was reduced. The fact is that although only a small area of skin (about
1 cm2) was examined, this method detected a digenean infection in
43% of sampled fish with maximum intensity reaching 10 digenea/cm2
[29]. Future studies that investigate interactions between quantitative
mucosal responses and parasitic loads on skin may focus on more
standardized sites of skin samples (larger samples at multiple sites) per
fish.
Traditional counts provided a good overview of skin layers, allowed
to locate parasites in whether epithelium, dermis or muscle. These
characteristics provide important information for identification of the
parasites especially when histological samples were the only available
materials.
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